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In the follow-up to Avalanche of Spirits: The Ghosts
of Wellington, Paranormal Underground Radio's
Karen Frazier shares the story of a lifetime of
afterlife research and continues the story of
Wellington where she left off. Even as a child, Karen
found herself drawn to topics of the soul. Throughout
her adulthood, she's sought answers to a single
question: "Does consciousness survive death?" In
Dancing with the Afterlife: A Paranormal Memoir
Karen shares the experiences she's had that first
spurred her curiosity, and later led her search.
Touching on topics including ghosts, reincarnation,
life between lives, psychic ability, and near-death
experiences, Karen shares how her time as a
paranormal investigator and afterlife researcher has
led her to the inescapable conclusion that
consciousness does, indeed, survive bodily death.
With interior photographs by Patty Valdez and cover
photo by Jayme Oldham.
Answers about the AfterlifeA Private Investigator's
15-Year Research Unlocks the Mysteries of Life
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Four thousand years ago, amid tragic suffering and
death, Job asked the question of the ages: “If a man
dies, will he live again?” Since the dawn of history,
the subject of death and the afterlife has been the
great question of human existence. It’s a subject
that everyone wonders about. What lies behind the
veil of death? Is there really life after death? Is there
a place called hell? This small yet power-packed
book answers, in a very straightforward, readerfriendly format, all the most-asked questions ordinary
people have about death, near-death experiences,
cremation, purgatory, hell, heaven, and our future
bodies. You’ll be amazed at what awaits us beyond
the grave. Is There Sex in Heaven? It’s a fair
question! And so are the rest. Go ahead…flip to the
table of contents. Discover another one, two, or fiftyfour others that are guaranteed to intrigue you.
Questions like: Do those in heaven know what’s
happening on earth? and Will I see my pets in
heaven? Because even if you’d rather avoid the
topic, death will not avoid you. So fire away! Ask the
tough questions, and get the dead-on answers you
need. Straightforward and easy to read, 55 Answers
to Questions About Life After Death satisfies that
nagging, curious voice whispering from the corner of
your mind. Story Behind the Book “Three key
experiences in my life have come together to make
this book a reality. First, as the pastor of a local
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church for thirteen years, I have had the privilege of
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visiting people who are facing imminent death,
conducting funerals, and ministering to grieving
families. During these times people often have
probing questions about life after death. Second, due
to my interest and writing in the area of Bible
prophecy, I am frequently asked questions about the
afterlife at conferences and via e-mail. Third, all
kinds of books, TV shows, and groups out there
today are fostering unbiblical views of life after
death. Knowing that this is a subject of universal
interest and great confusion, I have a passionate
desire to create a user-friendly, clear, straightforward
resource to answer all the key questions that people
everywhere are asking about life’s greatest
mystery.”
Dr Deepak Chopra, the world-famous pioneer in the
field of mind-body medicine, addresses one of the
fundamental questions of existence: what happens
when we die?. Drawing upon personal experience,
the wisdom of ancient Vedic philosophy and state-ofthe-art particle physics, Chopra helps us to
overcome our fears about dying and to consider the
fantastic possibilities that may await us in the
afterlife. This is the book that Dr Chopra has been
preparing to write his entire life. In it, he considers
the theory that death is an illusion of the senses and
that the soul survives in an ongoing spiral of
refinement, ending in enlightenment. ThoughtPage 3/20
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provoking exercises offer a first-hand experience of
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these and other ideas, helping you to make sense of
your own spirituality whatever path you choose to
follow, and offering you your very own map of
eternity.
The true story of a big firm attorney's death, afterlife,
and return to human life that will astound you with its
details about the purpose of life, what the afterlife is
like, and how we can improve our human lives by
using spiritual powers
This collection of essays clarifies many of the
mysteries regarding the inner-side of life, ranging
from a fresh understanding of our relationship with
God, to an explanation of the soul, the Angelic
Kingdom, communication with spirit, and the afterlife.
Defining the Soul answers such questions as does
everyone have a soul? Do animals have a soul and
an afterlife? And the Twin Soul Concept provides an
in-depth explanation of the reason for the attraction
between the sexes, and why we have 'soul-mates.'
The Angelic Kingdom describes the role of angels,
their origin, evolutionary pattern, and relationship
with the 'little people' (fairies, etc.). Proof of
continued existence after the ending of physical life,
and the conditions we can expect in the next stage
of our eternal journey, is contained in Afterlife: The
Next Great Adventure. As most of this information
came from beings who have already made their
transition, the essay Spirit Communication explains
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how such contact is possible, and how to determine
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the accuracy of this communication. Mantra and
Meditation offers guidance for both this life and the
afterlife. And New Age Thought, Christianity and
Vedanta explains the innate harmony which exists
between these apparently different teachings.
Reassurance and Hope From the Other Side Ever
since she was a child, psychic medium Kristy
Robinett has communicated with spirits who have
shared their experiences of death and what happens
afterwards. In this collection of heartwarming stories
that answer the most common questions about the
afterlife, Robinett delves into the nature of heaven, if
there is a hell, and what the transition to the Other
Side is like. With personal experiences and stories
from clients, Kristy explores the many signs and
symbols that our loved ones share with us to assure
that it is, indeed, a wonderful afterlife.
Olson is a former skeptic who began investigating
evidence of life after death after the passing of his
father. This book is a comprehensive resource
answering the most crucial questions about what
happens when we die. He considers near-death
experiences, after-death communications, spirit
contact through mediums, past lives, past-life
memories, out-of-body experiences, dream
visitations, and much more.
A best gift for your loved ones. This is a fictional
script that touches on topics like death, family,
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relationship, social expectations, regret and
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acceptance to deliver some social messages. While
this book is an imaginary story, still you will realise –
how valuable our life is. Currently, most of us value
people for their materialistic assets, not for the kind
of people they are. The book takes a bold and
decisive look at how we, as humans, try to
understand mystical happenings that often occur
around us. We ignore this and avoid finding answers
to them. We not only see events unfold from its
imaginary character’s perspective, but also see how
the living try to rationalise events that they do not
comprehend.
Answers from Heaven is for anyone who has ever
wondered if there is an afterlife and if it is truly
possible to contact the spirit world. In this compelling
book, Sunday Times bestselling author Theresa
Cheung and medium Claire Broad share the
fascinating true stories of ordinary people who have
experienced direct communication from the spirit
world, and those who have received proof of survival
through a reading with Claire. Answers from Heaven
outlines the many different ways that heaven may
answer our prayers, offer us comfort and provide
proof of survival, and includes: - The top ten afterlife
signs - What near-death experiences can tell us The meaning of visions and dreams - The
importance of intuition and coincidence - Advice on
visiting a medium As well as examining the ways in
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which messages can come to us from the other side,
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Answers from Heaven outlines the latest scientific
research on the afterlife and mediumship, and helps
shed light on one of the most important questions
about human experience - what happens after we
die? It also shares the practical steps we can all take
to become more attuned to the medium that lies
within us and recognise the signs that heaven is
calling.
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This compendium of answers provided in response
to questions posed by readers of the author's
previous books will change everything you ever
thought you knew about God, who you really are, the
purpose of life, the afterlife, reincarnation, psychics,
angels, soulmates, suicide,evil and much more.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It
allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book
in less than 30 minutes. As you read this summary,
you will discover seven reasons to believe there is
life after death. You will also discover : that neardeath experiences have something in common; that
techniques exist for communicating with the
deceased; that there are many signs that indicate
the existence of an afterlife; that consciousness
persists after death; that the afterlife is a source of a
wide variety of information. In today's Western
society, death is associated with an idea of end and
nothingness. For many, the existence of the afterlife
is a superstition. However, many phenomena
indicate the opposite. Dr. Charbonier, a resuscitation
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doctor, has collected numerous testimonies
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concerning the afterlife. Moreover, some of his
observations call into question this idea of
nothingness. What are the reasons for believing in
an afterlife? What if death were not the end, but a
stage of life? *Buy now the summary of this book for
the modest price of a cup of coffee!
All religions believe in an afterlife existence
immediately after death. All believe in the immortality
of the soul. Some believe in reincarnation. Jews,
Christians, and Muslims believe that good people will
go to Heaven, evil ones will go to Hell. Many devout
Jews pray to their Saints in Heaven. Catholics pray
to their Saints, especially to Mary -- The Queen of
Heaven. Protestants pray to their loved ones in
Heaven. Devout Muslims believe that their Prophet
Muhammad ascended up to Heaven from
Jerusalem. They regard this city as the third holiest
place to Islam. As a consequence, much of the
Jew/Arab conflict centers over the holiness of the
City to both Jews and Muslims -- and the alleged
Temple Mount true location. Fanatic Muslim
terrorists believe the road to Paradise as Shahids,
immediately after death, must be paved over the
body parts of their indiscriminate victims. According
to Irans president, Ahmadinejad, the purpose of the
revolution and nuclear Iran is to prepare for the
imminent return of the Mahdi, the twelfth Imam.
Hence Israel must be destroyed, the West must be
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subjugated, and the rest of the world must submit to
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the coming Mahdis reign of peace on earth. If the
belief in an afterlife -- immediately after death -- is
true, then both the Bible and the Quran should fully
confirm it in plain words. But what if they, instead,
contradict it? What if God, Jesus, and Muhammad
are not the source of this doctrine? What if the
doctrine of an afterlife immediately after death is a
hoax? What if man has no immortal soul? In the
pages of this book, the unbiased reader will discover
the real story about the afterlife, the true destiny of
humanity, the true location of the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem and its link to the afterlife.
Life After Death? Afterlife: Life After Death - What
Happens When You Die? Rebirth or Game Over?
Ever wonder what really happens when you die?
"What happens to us when we die?" Have you ever
asked yourself this question? Whether is was out of
curiosity for yourself or because you've experienced
the passing of a loved one and want to know if
they're OK, then finally the answers you have been
waiting for are here. Afterlife: What Happens When
You Die - Rebirth or Game Over? is your ultimate
guide to unraveling, once and for all, the great
mysteries of the afterlife. Here's what you'll discover:
Karma and the Balancing of Life Activities
Remembering Past Lives How We Experience Life
after Death Stop wondering and waiting. Discover
the truth about death today so you can live the life
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you've always wanted. The truth is waiting for you!
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The fear of death has possessed most of us at one
time or another, sometimes in a moment of crisis, at
other times in a moment of silent thought. But what if
we had answers to the mysteries surrounding the
afterlife? Would that fear be alleviated? Could we
find some solace in that knowledge? And, most
importantly, might we live our lives differently? "Back
to the Afterlife" demystifies one of humanity's
greatest enigmas, and, in doing so, helps us gain a
new perspective on the lives we lead today. Using
scientific research, kabalistic sources, and other
references in Judeo-Christian philosophy, the book
explores the soul's travels, from thirty days before
dying through the actual transition, as well as the
various stations along its journey. None of the
ancient or even more modern religious or secular
texts delineate this journey in step-by-step detail. For
the first time ever, this book does just that in an
accessible and fascinating way. Reading this text will
illuminate the soul's continued journey, and bring
hope, comfort, and understanding to those wracked
by fear of death or dealing with a crippling loss.
One's impression of life and its inevitable end will be
forever changed.
Basing himself on Said Nursi's Risale-i Nur, Ali Unal
presents a scientific and logical argument for the
validity of one of religion's main elements of faith:
belief in the resurrection and the afterlife.
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Are you lacking closure and clarity around the big
transitions, losses, or supernatural occurrences of
your life? Do you feel incomplete, with more
questions than answers, surrounding a deceased
loved one or your own near-death
experience?Sometimes these losses and transitions
can feel like a "mini-death," and leave us reeling.
There can be residual pain, trauma, and a mountain
of unprocessed grief... along with a poignant longing
to understand and find resolution to a difficult and
very personal issue that is presenting affecting you,
or one that happened long ago. One of the
invitations of this book, Death, Dying and the
Afterlife, An Unexpected Journey of Awaking into the
World of Spirit, is to substantially deepen your
relationship to the great mysteries of the human
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journey... and to receive comfort and peace around
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life's big questions -Where do we go when we die?
Can we reconnect with departed loved ones? What
lies beyond this mundane world? Death, Dying and
the Afterlife, An Unexpected Journey of Awaking into
the World of Spirit shares revelatory experiences
and insightful methods of navigating normal and
paranormal experiences around death - and
meaningfully connecting with loved ones who have
passed on. Death, Dying and the Afterlife, An
Unexpected Journey of Awaking into the World of
Spirit, gives you access to new and in-depth
perspectives and practical teachings that can assist
you on your journey to completion, closure, peace,
and acceptance in the arena of death, dying, and the
afterlife.
From near death experiences, to passages in the
bible, to the diary of Saint Faustina, we see clues as
to what we can expect after death.Concerning the
information in this book, for the spiritual, this will
reaffirm your faith. For the skeptical, not even the
greatest empirical evidence will satisfy you. For
those in between, thirsty for knowledge, willing to
focus on the smallest of clues, let this serve as a
catalyst to explore a greater understanding of the
intangible world.
This book examines the legacy of philosophical
idealism in twentieth century British historical and
political thought. It demonstrates that the absolute
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idealism of the nineteenth century was radically
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transformed by R.G. Collingwood, Michael
Oakeshott, and Benedetto Croce. These new
idealists developed a new philosophy of history with
an emphasis on the study of human agency, and
historicist humanism. This study unearths the impact
of the new idealism on the thought of a group of
prominent revisionist historians in the welfare state
period, focusing on E.H. Carr, Isaiah Berlin, G.R.
Elton, Peter Laslett, and George Kitson Clark. It
shows that these historians used the new idealism to
restate the nature of history and to revise modern
English history against the backdrop of the
intellectual, social and political problems of the
welfare state period, thus making new idealist
revisionism a key tradition in early postwar
historiography.
In this book, we answer 30 most commonly asked
questions about God, Afterlife, Heaven and other
general questions about religion, which religion is
true, etc.
???????????????????????.???10?,???????????????
?,????,??,??,??,???,????????????.
After her son, Erik, committed suicide at age twenty,
a physician, who had always placed her faith in
science, finds her skepticism of life after death
turning into belief when Erik begins communicating
with her from the other side.
Do you have questions about Pet Loss, Animal afterlife, and
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Animal life after
death?
This Death
book positively
you
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perceive pet death and provides comfort, peace and closure
for your heart's questions.Brent Atwater the world's authority
on pet loss, animal life after death and pet reincarnation
teaches you about the transition process and your new
journey with your Pet. Visit Brent Atwater's YouTube Channel
for more answers!
The topic of the afterlife is one of absolute extremes that most
people have an opinion about. As a Psychic Medium with
over 30 years of experience, I am answering these questions
based on my own personal experience with the Afterlife.
Years of questions that my clients, friends, and students have
asked me, and their loved ones in Spirit, throughout the
years. These answers are in no particular order and were
usually asked in response to this question:If you could have
one question answered about death or what happens during
or after you die, what would it be?The answers within this
book are from my own personal experience and observation.
They are based on communication, interpretation and
conversation I've had over the years with the Spirit world. My
intention in sharing them with you is not to say this is the right
way, but to simply answer common questions based on MY
experience.The questions are grouped by topic. Some
answers are more detailed than others. For many of these
topics, it is most helpful to read all responses in a particular
section to get an overall feel for my answer. Blessings to you
on your journey with the Afterlife,~ Sunny Dawn Johnston
From the world class spiritual medium and author of the
“compassionate yet educational” (John Edward, author of
Infinite Quest) I’m Not Dead, I’m Different comes an
insightful exploration into what it’s like on the other side. Is
there really an afterlife? Do spirits still feel love for us? What
is it like when we cross over? After more than twenty-five
years of bringing comfort to tens of thousands of people,
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experience to this accessible and comprehensive book that
takes you on an eye-opening journey into the afterlife. With
warm-hearted sincerity, Rand offers you a clear-eyed and
uplifting view into an unknown universe and teaches you how
to navigate your life on this earthly plane with eternity in mind.
In an increasingly uncertain world, there is only one
guarantee: we all face the same outcome. Featuring her
signature humor and infused with authenticity regarding her
own spiritual journey, Rand provides comfort, clarity, and
laughs along the way.
"An examination of the influence--however contested--of John
Brown of the Harper's Ferry Rebellion on the national
narrative of the United States"--Amazon.com.
What Is Your Final Destiny?
In the third edition of Jewish Views of the Afterlife, Rabbi
Simcha Paull Raphael walks readers through the Jewish
tradition of the afterlife while providing insights into spiritual
care with dying and grieving individuals and families.
A simple yet essential guide to the afterlife, which answers all
your questions such as why you will continue to exist, what to
expect and how best to prepare. Based on evidence not
belief, it describes the unlimited possibilities we have to
create wondrous new experiences... as long as we have a
reliable map of the territory.
Two seasoned experts with decades of experience working
with channeled material describe the various stages of life
after death Just as life itself has different stages of growth
and development, so does the afterlife. In this useful
handbook, authors Pamela Rae and Jon Klimo demonstrate
how dying and rebirth are, much like life, continuous
processes. Beginning with the moment of death itself,
progressing through different transitional stages, and ending
with the return of spirits to the physical plane, they define the
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adjustment problems that occur in each phase, and how
spirits can be helped to move forward. Questions of pain and
emotional state at the time of death, karma, and reincarnation
are sensitively addressed. The book includes practical
techniques for opening communication with those who have
passed on to the other side. While of interest to anyone
seeking a general overview of the subject, Handbook to the
Afterlife is particularly useful for those dealing with spirits who
have not moved on, such as ghosts.

Pieces of the Puzzle: One title, four volumes, and
countless stories that tell of both the mysterious and
miraculous aspects to our world and us. An epic
adventure for the soul. Volume 3 - The Afterlife and
Infinite Beyond: The reality of an afterlife is what we
can if only first believe and perceive of it to be.
The topic of the afterlife is one of absolute extremes
that most people have an opinion about. As a
Psychic Medium with over 30 years of experience, I
am answering these questions based on my own
personal experience with the Afterlife. Years of
questions that my clients, friends, and students have
asked me, and their loved ones in Spirit, throughout
the years. These answers are in no particular order
and were usually asked in response to this question:
If you could have one question answered about
death or what happens during or after you die, what
would it be? The answers within this book are from
my own personal experience and observation. They
are based on communication, interpretation and
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conversation I've had over the years with the Spirit
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world. My intention in sharing them with you is not to
say this is the right way, but to simply answer
common questions based on MY experience. The
questions are grouped by topic. Some answers are
more detailed than others. For many of these topics,
it is most helpful to read all responses in a particular
section to get an overall feel for my answer.
Blessings to you on your journey with the Afterlife,
Sunny Dawn Johnston
A collection of true-life accounts of near death
experiences or glimpses of the afterlife by one of the
UK's best-loved experts in the paranormal.
Is there a more important topic than one's eternal
destination? Pastor, church planter, and radio
personality (more than 100 radio stations and
expanding) Ron Jones believes the gravity of this
topic deserves the utmost in both biblical accuracy
and compassion. In Mysteries of the Afterlife he
delivers a clearly written and compelling explanation
of heaven, hell, and the afterlife. You'll find answers
to questions such as: What happens 60 seconds
after we die? Are heaven and hell real places? Is
there a future resurrection and judgement? Are we
reincarnated after death? Can we communicate with
the dead? Are "near-death" experiences real? And
the most important question of all—what is your
eternal destiny? "Whether you realize it or not, your
journey toward your final destination began the day
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you're born. And the beginning of your discovery of
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what lies beyond the grave starts right now." —Ron
Jones
One of the biggest mysteries in life is what happens
after death. Spiritual detective Prudence Ann Smith,
MD, FACR, has combined her expertise as a doctor
with her experiences communicating with spirits to
explore that question. As these two perspectives
come together, readers are offered a unique and
spectacular glimpse into what life holds in store after
death. Dr. Smith shares wisdom from the best
experts she has encountered on the subject...the
dead. Answers from the Afterlifereveals answers to
dozens of questions channeled by two mediums and
their afterlife guides, including queries about souls,
different types of spirits, past lives, free will, and the
origin of God. Dr. Smith also thoughtfully
investigates many universal mysteries based on her
extensive literary research, logical analysis, and
personal experiences. If you are seeking answers to
life's biggest spiritual riddles, Answers from the
Afterlife will help you better understand the complexand often emotionally transcendent-metaphysical
world. With compassion and warmth, the book
welcomes you into a multitude of supernatural
viewpoints. The insights you glean will not only have
the potential to change the way you view your lifebut also your afterlife.
This book taps into popular culture's insatiable
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appetite for the supernatural. Written in a popular
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style, Heaven and the Afterlife touches on many
topics related to life after death, including amazing
near-death experiences, accounts from the Bible,
testimonies, theories, and what some of the world's
religions believe. It will demystify the afterlife with
information about heaven, hell, ghosts, angels, neardeath experiences, and much more, helping readers
gain a solid understanding of the often-confusing
subject of life after death. The book culminates by
presenting Jesus as the answer to eternal peace and
how readers can spend eternity with him. Garlow
and Wall write not only for believers, but also for
seekers or anyone looking for straight, simple
answers to the fascinating subject of the world
beyond this life.
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